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Overview
Blukids is the clothing brand of Upim
dedicated to children.
It is a OVS Spa brand, Italy’s leading
Group in the Italian apparel market
with over 1750 stores in Italy and
abroad.
Blukids is a destination for a good value
and accessible shopping addressed to
meet the daily needs of parents and
kids.
Over 250 Blukids stand-alone stores in
Italy and abroad
200 Blukids corners in the Upim stores
Store average selling area about
130/150 sqm
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Mission
Blukids is Upim clothing brand dedicated to
children. Its mission is to offer “active”
clothing for kids aged from 0 to 15 years,
following all the growing stages, with a
wide range of everyday, low-price clothing.
The collections stand out for their quality
and the use of natural fibers, always at
competitive prices.
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Store Concept
The stand-alone stores are mainly located
through the city centers, in residential
areas and in shopping malls. The Blukids
corners are inside the Upim stores (full
format) and in some specialty stores
selling toys and children’s products.
The spaces are characterized by clean-cut
designs and the attention to the use of ecosustainable materials: light
wood and hemp painted with kids’
handprints, combined with bright colors
and a low-intensity lighting.
The store is divided in different areas that
are designed to accompany customers
through the different age collections.
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Product
Blukids offers baby (0-36 months), kids (2-9
years) and junior (9-15 years) collections.
Underwear, accessories, footwear and toys
complete the offer.
The collections also include customized
garments with Disney cartoons, Warner Bros,
Marvel and many more.
The collections are styled in Italy. All the
products are thought and made to be
comfortable and fun for the kids to wear and
designed for all the different occasions.
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Design & Product Development
Blukids operates with an in-house
team of designers and modelers that
constantly collaborate with external
professional figures to guarantee a
constant renewal of the collections.
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Supply Chain & Operations
Our Group sources the products
from the best sourcing areas in
the Mediterranean basin, Far East and Italy.
It has a long-standing global sourcing
organization based in Hong Kong, Shanghai,
New Delhi, Dhaka and Istanbul employing
almost 300 people dedicated to supplier
scouting, production and quality control.
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The supply chain is managed through
a network of international service providers
and in Italy by two warehouses based in Milan
and Piacenza. Yearly volumes are more than
180 million items. Products are distributed
to the network based on store needs
and according to a daily plan.

Quality
Blukids considers quality as an essential prerequisite.
This is why we have a company quality assurance
department to guarantee that the quality
of all our products complies with standards
in terms of in-house requirements and current
legislation with regard to production,
materials and procedures.
For many childrenswear and underwear products
Blukids is certified by Oeko-Tex 100 (class I and II)
checking the levels of noxious chemical
substances contained in the garments.
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Sustainability
Blukids has put sustainable innovation at the
heart of its production activities, aware of its
importance for the future of the environment and
for its customers.
97% of the cotton used in the collections is
organic.
100% of the denim is environmentally sustainable
and made without potassium pergamanate.
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Part of the New Born collection is made of
bamboo fiber, eco-friendly and with a low
environmental impact. The garments are
hypoallergenic, antibacterial, soft, breathable
and durable.
Blukids is a OVS Spa brand. It is the first Italian
company to be part of the Better Cotton
Initiative, to source cotton that reduces water
usage and chemicals. OVS Spa was included in the
organisation’s top 15 "Better Cotton Leaders” in
2018.

Communication
The communication concept of Blukids
represents real children, not the
stereotype kids seen in advertisements.
Children running, laughing, getting dirty,
hugging each other. Their beauty consists
in being authentic and the clothes they
wear are cut for this lifestyle.
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E-Commerce & CRM
Blukids.com

BLUKIDS CARD: 250.000 active card holders
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Social Media
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BLUKIDS
Via Terraglio 17
30174 Venezia Mestre
www.blukids.com

